
Differences and Key Points to note between RHB Share Trading and RHBInvest on GTD (Good-Till-Date) Order 
feature. 

No. Item/Description RHB Share Trading RHBInvest 
1. Maximum validity. 30 days 30 days 
2. Behaviour of order. Order(s) are parked at Bursa until 

it is matched, cancelled or 
expired. 

Order(s) are submitted daily from 
trading system until it is matched, 
cancelled or expired. 
 

3 Order queue sequence. Better positioning as order(s) 
does not lose its position in the 
queue from the moment it is 
parked at Bursa.  

Order queue is treated as a normal 
day order queue. System will send 
order(s) daily at specific time when 
market opens. 
 

4 Trading limit checking. Limit is earmarked for GTD 
order(s) submitted. If there is 
insufficient limit detected, GTD 
order(s) parked at Bursa will be 
cancelled. GTD Order(s) will not 
be submitted again once limit is 
restored. 
 
 

Limit is earmarked for GTD order(s) 
submitted. If there is insufficient 
limit detected, GTD order(s) will be 
cancelled. New GTD order(s) will be 
submitted on the following day 
provided there is sufficient limit. 
 

5 Shareholdings checking. GTD order(s) for SELL order 
submitted will be earmarked. If 
there is insufficient share 
quantity detected, GTD order(s) 
will be cancelled. No new GTD 
order will be submitted once 
order is cancelled. 
 

GTD order(s) for SELL order 
submitted will be earmarked. If 
there is insufficient share quantity 
detected, GTD order(s) will be 
cancelled. If there is enough share 
quantity detected the following 
day, a new order will be submitted 
to Bursa. 
 

6 Securities go through 
Corporate Exercise(s) 
such as bonus issue, 
rights, share split, 
merger and acquisitions 
etc. 
 

In the event of Corporate 
Exercise(s), orders will be 
cancelled on last cum day. 
Order(s) will not be carried 
forward to the next day.  This is 
to reduce risk due to nature of 
Corporate Exercise(s).  
 

In the event of Corporate 
Exercise(s), orders will not be 
cancelled on last cum day. Order(s) 
will be submitted as day order on 
the following day. There is no risk 
mitigation action that takes place. 
Client is solely  responsible for 
orders submitted. 
  

7 Suspended, Delisted, 
Matured Securities or 
marked from ready to 
immediate basis. 
 

Order(s) will be cancelled. 
Order(s) will not be carried 
forward to the following day.  
 

Order(s) will be rejected. Order(s) 
will be submitted as day order  on 
the following day. 

8 Securities is Designated.  
 

9 Price of order falls 
outside of the Static 
Price Threshold 
 

10 Order amendment. Order(s) can be amended for 
share quantity reduction without 
cancelling order. Order(s) 
position in queue remains the 

Same behaviour 



same. If order(s) is not matched, 
order(s) will be carried forward to 
the following day. 
 

11 Order cancellation. 
 

Order(s) cancellation is only 
allowed during trading hours. 
 

Order(s) cancellation is allowed 
during trading hours and when 
market is closed.  
 

 


